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The sun crested the horizon with a few high clouds zooming to the east. Rays of light began to tease the 

water at Beaver Creek Reservoir. That was my sign, so I packed up the fishing poles and headed back up 

the road to our dispersed camp site nestled in the aspens at the top of a steep slope down to the open 

meadows along Beaver Creek. After a quick breakfast, I collected my gear, prodded my climbing 

partners and headed up the 360 road towards Poage Lake. About a mile before reaching the lake I 

turned onto the 322 road, headed southwest and parked at a gated logging road we had scouted the 

day before.  

As we geared up, we discussed the routes we would be taking and agreed on the plan. We also briefly 

discussed what we would do if something went wrong during the trip. Our route took us across the road 

and into a wet drainage that slowly sloped up to the base of North Mountain. There was no trail to 

follow, just game trails and “bush whacking” over the downed trees and around wet bogs. A final turn 

south, a calf-burning steep slope brought us to timberline where we gained excellent views of Poage 

Lake, the Beaver Creek drainage and Hogback Mesa.  

Taking note of some lower elevation snow fields for later playtime, we pushed for the summit. As we 

gained elevation, we were greeted by a very dark colored Marmot that looked more like a weasel than 

the typical light brown high-country critters we all know. A few pika squeaked their warnings to us as we 

passed. We finally reached that point when the climb became a gentle slope to the top. The two tall rock 

piles at the summit were a welcome sight because, as you all know, the wind was blowing with its 

normal spring tenacity here in the SLV. While I’ll never encourage the construction of large rock piles on 

mountain peaks, we did hunker behind one for a short spell. 

It was time to reap the rewards of our climb so we broke out from behind the rock piles, took some 

great photos of wonderful scenery and began our walk down at a swift pace since a small snow squall 

had taken up position near Poage Lake and appeared to have its sights set on us. Just as we reached 

treeline, I guided my party to a small snowfield that had a safe run-out at the bottom and taught my 

partners the joys of glissading. This is when a person simply stands or sits on a sloped snowfield and 

slides down. It can be very thrilling and very dangerous, especially when you make a poor evaluation of 

the slope and end up sliding out of control. We didn’t do that. The slope was only 60 feet long but 

relatively steep as glissading goes.  

We hiked back up a few times to get a feel for the technique then headed across slope to a much longer 

snow field. After a few runs on that slope, some backsides became wet and it was time to head for the 

truck. We hiked though the bogs and over the downed trees to a welcome snack waiting at the truck. It 

was a great hike and we spent the entire time alone on “our mountain.” 

Glissading can be quite thrilling and a very enjoyable activity to partake in, especially in late spring and 

early summer. But it can be very dangerous too. It is important to carefully evaluate snow conditions 

and slope to determine the potential for avalanches. Earlier this year, someone was caught in an 



avalanche while glissading in the Sangre De Cristo Mountains. It is equally important to evaluate the 

slope and consequences of reaching the bottom at high rates of speed. Most folks I know carry ice axes 

so they can self-arrest should they get going too fast. Our adventure didn’t include ice axes, so our slope 

choices were very limited. Oh, how imagined myself flying down one of the steeper slopes, but I didn’t. 

Never make the mistake of compromising safety in the mountains. Always conduct your risk evaluations 

with an objective mind and never let your emotions override good decisions. If you do, you stand 

greater chances of returning to enjoy new adventures on another day. 
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